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In recent years, a new sub-family of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) has attracted great attention. ZIFs consist of M-Im-M structure formed by a self-assembly approach. Nanoporous carbon has also attracted much attention due to the large surface area, pore volume and thermal stability, gases storage and good conductivity.[1, 2] ZIF materials, therefore, can be considered as good precursors to prepare porous carbon materials due to their high microporous structures. 
On the other hand, Graphene oxide (GO) has been widely considered as an excellent precursor for graphene. Graphene demonstrates the excellent electrical and thermal conductivity and resistivity, high surface area and maximum electron mobility. Utilizing GO/ZIF-67 composite as a precursor were generated to cobalt sulphide/ N, S doped porous carbon/ porous graphene. The obtained cobalt sulphide/carbon/graphene nanocomposites were characterized by various techniques and assessed as electrocatalytic materials for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), exhibiting a high onset potential and a large current density than that of cobalt sulphide/carbon. For the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) performance, graphene contained nanocomposites also revealed higher onset potential than that without graphene.
 

(a) Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) curves of CoS@C@Grpahene and CoS@C and Pt/C at 1600 rpm. 
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